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Introduction 
 
Locally sourced wheat is dry milled into flour, producing as a co-product bran which is stored in 

dedicated storage where it is out loaded to be used within animal feed applications. The refined flour 

product is combined with water supplied from onsite boreholes (licence: NE/027/0024/021/R01), 

allowing extraction of starch and the wet separation of gluten.  

 

Gluten is dried and segregated into dedicated vessels allowing for gluten to be loaded in bulk tankers 

or to be filled into 1 tonne bags within the dedicated ‘big bag filling station’, these products are used 

for food application within baking industries and also animal feeds. 

 

Starch is graded for two uses; refined starch is dried, stored and out loaded into bulk tankers. Dried 
Native Starch is used within the paper industry, Modified Starch is predominantly used for applications 
such as corrugated cardboard. Residual starch; through use of enzymes and heat is converted into 
sugar and further into alcohol with the addition of yeast in a continuous fermentation process. This 
product is then distilled to obtain Potable Ethyl Alcohol, which is stored in dedicated bunded storages 
and sold within the spirits and liquor industry. Heads and tails of distillation are produced through 
distillation and stored to be sold within the refining industry. An evaporator is used to concentrate 
stillages produced through distillation, this co product is loaded into tankers, used for feed 
applications. 
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1. Dry Mill 2 
The creation of an additional Dry Mill processing building including storage silos, Bran silos and Bran 
loading infrastructure 
 

Supporting documents: 

SED-C3-3a-3  
Drymill 2, Conditioning silos, Flour silos, Bran silos and Bran loading BFD 

 
SED-C3-3a-5  
Drymill 2, Conditioning silos, Flour silos, Bran silos, Bran loading, Gluten Dryer 2, Gluten silos and 
Gluten loading Layout 
 
SED-Sup-3 
Drymill 2 and Conditioning silos Plant view and elevations 
 
SED-Sup-5 
Foundations GD2, DM2, Gluten Silos and Wheat Cond General Arrangment 
 
SED-Sup-6 
Foundations GD2, DM2, Gluten Silos and Wheat Cond General Sections 
 
SED-Sup-7 
Foundations GD2, DM2, Gluten Silos and Wheat Cond Walls 
 
 

1.1. Infrastructure including tank/vessel specification, secondary containment, 

surfacing;  
The Dry Mill 2 plant has been designed to handle 50 t/h of raw wheat and its main purpose is to extract 

flour and bran from it. 

The wheat received on site and intended to be fed to Dry Mill 2 is stored in silos, 4110 60/70/80TK1 

(A6/A7/A8) (each one having a volume of 1350 m3 and a capacity of 1070t). 4111 30/40/50TK1 

(A47/A48/A49) (each one having a volume of 2270m3 and a capacity of 1770t). 

 

In reference and specific to Dry Mill 2 operation only: a system of chain conveyors, the wheat is 

conveyed from the storage silos to the first section of the Dry Mill 2, the cleaning stage. During this 

phase, the wheat passes through the Combi Cleaner machines with tag 4121 40/50S1: thanks to the 

combined action of the aspiration fans and the belt conveyor integrated with the machine, the wheat 

is separated from stones, dust, chaff and possible foreign bodies, which will be treated as waste 

products and disposed of appropriately. Through a bucket elevator, the cleaned wheat is delivered to 

the wetting machine 4121 130MIX1 for the next stage, the conditioning, an essential step to have a 

good yield and performance during the milling. Conditioning consists in wetting the cleaned wheat 

with a dosed amount of first pass water, where for first pass water we mean water that has been 

purified by ozonisation and then by passing through a set of reverse osmosis membrane skid. The 

wheat already carries out a certain amount of moisture inside and that is the reason why the water 

needs to be accurately dosed as an excess might be detrimental to the final quality of the flour. 

Conditioning is commonly used in the food industry for two main concurrent reasons: 
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1. Softening of the integument of the wheat. A softer integument implies that the bran granules will 

be coarser, and they will be separated from the flour with ease. 

2. Embrittlement of the amylaceous endosperm. A more brittle endosperm implies that the flour 

granules will be finer, and they will be separated from the bran with even more ease. 

Another parameter of paramount importance for the good result of the conditioning is the residence 

time inside the conditioning silo, as again, a long time can be detrimental to the final quality of the 

flour. This is affected not only by the quality of the harvested wheat, but also by its initial moisture. 

Therefore, all these factors need to be taken into account when managing the conditioning process. 

On top of each conditioning silo, 4121 160/170/180TK1, each one with a volume of 208m3 and a 

capacity of 140t, there is a spring-loaded pressure relief valve that works in case of a slight 

overpressure built up in the tank. This is very moderate since the wheat to be conditioned is delivered 

to the tanks through a series of screw conveyor and not pneumatically. These are the emission points 

labelled as A54, A55 and A56. 

After being conditioned, the wheat needs a final cleaning stage to remove the finest impurities from 

the grain skin, and this is the purpose of the scourers 4121 210/220S1. After screening, removing 

stones and magnetic separation, most of the impurities mixed in the grains are cleared; however, the 

dust, wheat hair, microorganism, earth, and sand are still mixed in the wheat. Therefore, scourers are 

used to brush the surface of the wheat and remove these impurities, otherwise they will mix in the 

flour and affect the colour, ash content and quality of the finished flour. 

The aspirations from all the cleaning machines are achieved through a 45kW fan 4121 80FN1 that 

sucks the air through the bag filter 4121 80F1, which has a 181m2 filtering surface. The filter is 

equipped with a pulsating air system which removes the product entrained by the air flow and lets it 

collect in the hopper of the filter, from where it will then be moved to the bran. On the other side, the 

filtered air is released to the atmosphere through a duct equipped with the dust transmitter 4121 

80DT1 connected to the supervision system in the control room and the control station in the plant. 

Now the wheat is ready to be milled and then sieved, and this task is accomplished by the combined 

use of roller mills, ultrarotor 4121 280MIL1 and plansifters. Roller mills are utilised either to break the 

wheat grain or reduce the granules in size, and this is done by means of two rolls rotating at different 

speed. However, their action is still too gentle for the toughest granules, and this is the reason behind 

the use of the ultrarotor. Through a careful and precise design of the blades of the rotor and the teeth 

of the inner part of the case, with a 1 MW motor, it is possible to smash them and shorten the breaking 

stage of the milling by reducing the number of roller mills needed. The breaking and reduction 

sequence is the following: 

1. 4121 240/250/260MIL1 take care of the 1st breaking step, called B1. 

2. 4121 330/335MIL1 take care of the 1st reduction step, called R1. 

3. 4121 280MIL1 takes care of both the 2nd breaking step, called B2, and the 2nd reduction step, called 

R2. 

4. 4121 380/385MIL1 take care of the 3rd breaking step, called B3. 

5. 4121 390/395MIL1 take care of the 3rd reduction step, called R3. 

6. 4121 397MIL1 takes care of the 4th reduction step, called R4. 

The intermediate product in and out from the 4121 280MIL1 is moved through the vacuum created 

by the 4121 290FN1 fan with a power of 250kW. Then the bag filter 4121 290F1 filters the air released 

to the atmosphere and the product to be fed to the plansifter through a filtering surface of 450m2. 
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This emission point is labelled A53 and the duct is equipped with the dust transmitter 4121 290DT1 

connected to the supervision system in the control room and the control station in the plant. 

After the feed goes through a breaking/reduction step, the output of that machine is pneumatically 

conveyed to a channel in one of the plansifter, 4121 310/340/315S1. The sieve body and the centre 

of gravity eccentric system are used for rotary motion, and the generated inertial force drives the 

powder and granular materials to produce a balanced flow in the plane, so that the materials are 

automatically classified. The horizontal circular movement of the plansifter, combined with its 

adjustable slope, ensures gentle treatment of the product passing over the screen: the coarse 

components pass over the screen, the finer components falling through the mesh. This way, the 

different intermediate products are separated depending on their granulometry. 

The main product of the milling stage is the flour, which will be the raw material for the downstream 

plant, the Wet Mill. A blower with a 110kW installed power sends the flour to one of the 4 flour storage 

silos 4205 10/11/20/21TK1 depending on the production necessities. Each silo is equipped with a filter 

to release the air of the pneumatic transport and keep the flour particles inside, each emission point 

is labelled A16, A74, A15 and A73 respectively. 

The second product of the milling stage is the bran, which is sent to the storage after being refined 

through the bran finisher 4121 360/365BS1. Their task is to remove the flour that stays on the surface 

of the bran granules, so as to enhance the recovery of the flour and increase the yield of the milling 

process. 

Throughout the milling stage, the powder is transported through the vacuum created by the 4121 
440FN1 fan, with a 250kW installed power. The intermediate product sent is separated on top of the 
plansifter by cyclones, from where the air goes straight to the 4121 440F1 bag filter, with a filtering 
surface of 181m2. The filter air is released to the atmosphere through the emission point A52 and the 
traces collected on the filter hopper are brought back to 4121 340S1. Again, the duct is equipped with 
the dust transmitter 4121 440DT1 connected to the supervision system in the control room and the 
control station in the plant. 
 

The bran produced by the Dry Mill 2 is sent to the Bran Storage silos 4131 100/110TK1 (A68/A69), 
each one with a volume of 4300m3 and a capacity of 1400 t.  A blower with a 110kW installed power 
sends the product through a 220m long pipeline positioned in a trench inspectable anytime. Again, on 
top of each silo a filter is installed to release the overpressure in the form of filtered air, the emission 
points are labelled A68 and A69 for 4131 100TK1 and 4131 110TK1, respectively. Each chimney is 
equipped with the dust transmitters 4131 100DT1 and 4131 110DT1 connected to the supervision 
system in the control room and the control station in the plant. 
 
When the truck is ready in the loading canopy, the bran is collected from the bottom of the silos 
through a chain conveyor and then loaded on the truck through 2 loading bellows. On these, a fan 
with a filter and continuous sequential pulsating air system is fitted, which will release the extra air 
into the atmosphere, the emission points are labelled A70 and A71. 
 

1.2. Energy usage and efficiency;  
The conservative assumption is as follows: 

2 MW electricity 

In addition, a UPS Diesel Generator will be installed to provide emergency power supply for critical 

operations in the event of power loss to site, emission point A57.  
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1.3. Proposed monitoring of emissions including frequency, location, monitoring 

methods, MCERTS compliance;  
Report Type Release Point Name Reporting Period Monitoring Standard 

PM A51 2nd Dry Mill 1st Cleaning Aspiration 12 Months BS EN 13284-1 

PM A52 2nd Dry Mill Pneumatic Transport 12 Months BS EN 13284-1 

PM A53 2nd Dry Mill Ultra Rotor 12 Months BS EN 13284-1 

PM A54 3rd Conditioning Tank Vent Not Required - 

PM A55 4th Conditioning Tank Vent Not Required - 

PM A56 5th Conditioning Tank Vent Not Required - 

Combustion A57 UPS 5 Diesel Generator  By Request BS EN 14792 

PM A68 3rd Bran Storage Silo 12 Months BS EN 13284-1 

PM A69 4th Bran Storage Silo 12 Months BS EN 13284-1 

PM A70 3rd Bran Loading Silo Not Required - 

PM A71 4th Bran Loading Silo Not Required - 

PM A73 Flour Storage Silo 12 Months BS EN 13284-1 

PM A74 Flour Storage Silo 12 Months BS EN 13284-1 
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2. Gluten Dryer 2 
The creation of an additional Gluten Dryer including gluten storage silos and relocation of gluten 

loading infrastructure  

Supporting documents: 

SED-C3-3a-4  
Gluten Dryer 2, Gluten silos and Gluten loading BFD 
 
SED-C3-3a-5 
Drymill 2, Conditioning silos, Flour silos, Bran silos, Bran loading, Gluten Dryer 2, Gluten silos and 
Gluten loading Layout 
 
SED-Sup-4 
Gluten Dryer 2 Plant view and elevations 
 
SED-Sup-5 
Foundations GD2, DM2, Gluten Silos and Wheat Cond General Arrangement 
 
SED-Sup-6 
Foundations GD2, DM2, Gluten Silos and Wheat Cond General Sections 
 
SED-Sup-7 
Foundations GD2, DM2, Gluten Silos and Wheat Cond Walls 
 
SED-Sup-53 
SED ESOP-005 Secondary Containment Contents Transfer  
 

2.1. Infrastructure including tank/vessel specification, secondary containment, 

surfacing;  
 
The gluten dryer is a ring dryer that uses heat, shredding and the concept of centrifugal force to dry 
gluten dough into gluten powder.  
Following the path of the gluten; it arrives at the drying process from the wet mill. It first enters the 
dewatering step with involves the use of 2 large screw presses. These screw presses squeeze the wet 
dough and separate most of the water/slurry from the gluten dough using force and sieve screens. At 
this point well water and 1st pass osmotic water are added to aid separation and the conveying of the 
product through the process. 
 
All wet product handling areas are contained within bunded areas which feed the sump drainage 
system on the ground floor.  
 
Once the suitable thick dough mixture has been attained from the de-watering process it is fed to the 
disintegrator at the base of the ring dryer. This disintegrator is a fast-turning rotor which ‘shreds’ the 
dough mixture into smaller pieces.  
 
The ring dryer air flow is fed by a suction fan that pulls temperature controlled ambient air to the 
system, the air is heated up to the design temperature through 2 heat recovery loop and steam heated 
banks. This heated air is pulled into the disintegrator where it meets begins the drying process on the 
wet gluten dough. Both the hot air flow and the dry gluten powder (already present in the system) 
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convey the heavier wet gluten product around the ring dryer. The product travels in a loop around the 
drying ring until suitably dry by mass and in powder form. The manifold in the centre of the ring 
separates the light dry gluten powder from the heavy wet gluten powder by the use of centrifugal 
force and positioned offtake blades.  
 
The dry powder is then drawn up into the bag filter (filtering surface of approx. 1500m2, reverse jet 
air flow, emission point A58, the stack is equipped with the dust transmitter 4311 55DT1) where it is 
collected in the hopper below. This hopper feeds the classifier mill, an additional fan draws powder 
and air through the classifier mill which has rotating rotors / sieves to control the maximum size of the 
gluten powder. From the classifier the powder is pulled up to the 2nd bag filter (filtering surface of 
approx. 260m2, reverse jet air flow, emission point A59, the stack is equipped with the dust transmitter 
4311 45DT1) where it is collected within another hopper. 
 
From the milling hopper it is pneumatically transported to the selected storage silos 4320 
10/20/30/80TK1 (A60/A61/A62/A75). 
  
The Gluten is collected from the bottom of silos 10/20/30TK1 through a screw conveyor and then 
loaded on the truck through the loading bellow. On these, a fan with a filter and continuous sequential 
pulsating air system is fitted, which will release air into the atmosphere, the emission point is labelled 
A63. 
 
The Gluten for bulk bag loading is collected from 80TK1 (A75) is collected from the bottom of the silos 
through pneumatic transport and then filled into the 1ton bulk bags through the dedicated bagging 
station. A fan with a filter and continuous sequential pulsating air system is fitted, which will release 
air into the atmosphere, the emission point is labelled A45. 
 

2.2. Energy usage and efficiency;  
The conservative assumption is as follows: 

1.5 MW electricity 

1.7 MWt steam 

 

2.3. Proposed monitoring of emissions including frequency, location, monitoring 

methods, MCERTS compliance;  
Report Type Release Point Name Reporting Period Monitoring Standard 

PM A58 2nd Gluten Dryer 12 Months BS EN 13284-1 

VOC A58 2nd Gluten Dryer 12 Months BS EN 12619 

PM A59 2nd Gluten Mill 12 Months BS EN 13284-1 

PM A60 Gluten Storage Silo 12 Months BS EN 13284-1 

PM A61 Gluten Storage Silo 12 Months BS EN 13284-1 

PM A62 Gluten Storage Silo 12 Months BS EN 13284-1 

PM A63 Gluten Loading Not Required - 

PM A75 Gluten Storage Silo 12 Months BS EN 13284-1 
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3. Wet Mill Extension & Flour Silos 
The additional capacity within the wet mill extension will allow for greater flexibility and reliability 

within the existing process  

Supporting documents: 

SED-C3-3a-6  
Wet Mill Extension and Flour Silos BFD  
 
SED-C3-3a-7 
Wet Mill Extension and Flour Silos Layout 
 
SED-Sup-8 
Wet Mill Extension and Flour Silos Plant view and elevations 
 
SED-Sup-8a 
Wet Mill Extension Plan View and Elevations 
 
SED-Sup-53 
SED ESOP-005 Secondary Containment Contents Transfer  

 

3.1. Infrastructure including tank/vessel specification, secondary containment, 

surfacing;  
Below is an overview of the entire wet mill process including existing wet mill process’ and V010 
inclusions.  
 
1. FLOUR STORAGE 

Flour is conveyed by compressed air from Dry Mill 1 and Dry Mill 2 into flour silos 10TK1 and 20TK1. 

The silos will be equipped with bin activators and the flour will be conveyed out of the silos by screw 

conveyor. Each silo has an emission point to air (A64 and A65) through a filter for conveying air to exit 

the silo, the stacks are equipped with dust transmitter. The silos are positioned externally and adjacent 

to the wet mill building. Screw conveyors will extract flour from the silos and raise it to the top floor 

of the building where it will enter a flour scale before being conveyed into the dough preparation 

stage. The scale has an additional emission point to air (A66). 

2. DOUGH PREPARATION 

Flour from the weighing scale is conveyed into the dough pre-mixer where it is combined with water 

to wet the flour. Enzyme stored in an IBC is also dosed into the pre-mixer. The resulting mixture moves 

into the dough mixer where the dough is mixed completely. The dough is pumped via lobe pumps to 

a decanter where the gluten and starch are separated. Gluten is fed to the gluten separation step, 

whilst the starch slurry is pumped to the starch refining stage. 

3. GLUTEN SEPARATION 

Gluten slurry enters a bank of separators where well water is added to remove starch from the gluten. 

Water containing starch is recovered from the separator and is collected in the starch tank (250TK1). 

Washed gluten is collected in a solids hopper and is pumped to the next separator in the bank, this 

process is repeated several times to wash starch from the gluten. All the starch is recovered in the 

starch tank. 
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Between the fourth and fifth separator, the gluten is pumped through a size reducing pump to control 

the particle size of the gluten. At the outlet of the fifth and final separator, the gluten is collected in a 

hopper and is passed over a dewatering screen to separate the solid gluten from water. As the water 

contains starch, this is collected in the starch tank.  

The gluten stream enters a press to remove further water from the gluten and wet gluten is pumped 

to gluten dryer 1 and gluten dryer 2. The water removed in the press is collected in the starch tank.  

4. STARCH REFINING 

Starch slurry from the starch tank (250TK1) is fed into a bank of static sieves to de-fibre the product. 

Filtered product is recovered and enters the first Merco feed tank. Fibres removed in the sieve are fed 

into a bank of rotary sieves. The filtered product is recovered and is fed to the Merco feed tank. The 

fibres recovered during the de-fibring stage are sent to the starch cooking feed tank. From here, they 

are pumped to starch cooking as part of the fermentation process. 

Well water is added to the starch into the Merco feed tank and the product is pumped to the first 

Merco. The Merco is a disc stack centrifuge which separates the starch and water. The overflow is 

recovered back to the first Merco feed tank, whilst the underflow is collected in the second Merco 

feed tank. The underflow may also be diverted to the hydrocyclone feed tank. The product is pumped 

into the second Merco where the clean overflow is recovered back to the process water tank. The 

underflow is pumped forward to the hydrocyclone feed tank. 

The product is pumped from the tank to the hydrocyclone bank (13 units in the bank) inlet. This 

process further concentrates the starch slurry. The underflow of each hydrocyclone is fed to the inlet 

of the next unit in the bank. The overflow is fed to the inlet of the previous unit in the bank, thus 

increasing the concentration of the product as is progresses through the bank. The overflow of 

hydrocyclone 1 is fed to the starch cooking feed tank, where it is pumped to starch cooking as part of 

the fermentation process. The outlet of the final unit is fed to the second de-fibring feed tank where 

it is pumped to a second set of static and rotary sieves. The fibres recovered in this process is sent to 

the starch cooking feed tank. From here, they are pumped out of the starch tank and are pumped to 

starch cooking as part of the fermentation process. The filtered product is pumped to the HC14 feed 

tank where it is pumped to the inlet of hydrocyclone 14. The overflow of the final hydrocyclone is 

recovered and sent to the inlet of hydrocyclone 13. The underflow is recovered and is sent to the 

starch dryer feed tank. From here the starch slurry is pumped to the starch dryer spinner. 

A portion of the product pumped to the starch dryer feed tank is diverted to the glucose feed tank. 

From here, the product is pumped to the glucose main building via the pipe rack. 

5. BUNDS AND DRAINAGE 

From the dough preparation stage, the process is wet and is contained within an impermeable 

concrete bunded area. The drainage of this is achieved by several drainage channels and a sump 

equipped with a pump and filter. The pumps can pump spillages in the bunded area to the starch 

cooking feed tank (in the case of product), or directly to the wastewater treatment plant in the case 

of effluents. 

 

3.2. Energy usage and efficiency;  
The conservative assumption is as follows: 
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1.5 MW electricity 

Existing Wet mill usage to reduce slightly inline with process changes introduced as part of this 

variation. Total conservative assumption for full operation 2.5MW electricity.  

 

3.3. Proposed monitoring of emissions including frequency, location, monitoring 

methods, MCERTS compliance;  
Report Type Release Point Name Reporting Period Monitoring Standard 

PM A64 3rd Flour Storage Silo 12 Months BS EN 13284-1 

PM A65 4th Flour Storage Silo 12 Months BS EN 12619 

PM A66 2nd Wet Mill Flour Scale By Request BS EN 13284-1 
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4. Glucose 
Creation of a new Glucose processing building, blending station, tank farm for storage and glucose 

loading infrastructure  

Supporting documents: 

SED-C3-3a-8  
Glucose BFD  
 
SED-C3-3a-9 
Glucose Layout 
 
SED-Sup-9a 
Glucose Main Building Plan View and Elevations 
 
SED-Sup-9b 
Glucose Blending Station Plan View and Elevations 
 
SED-Sup-10 
Foundations Glucose Building General Arrangement 
 
SED-Sup-11 
Foundations Glucose Building Sections Thro' Foundations 1 
 
SED-Sup-12 
Foundations Glucose Building Sections Thro' Foundations 2 
 
SED-Sup-13 
Foundations Glucose Tank Farm General Arrangement 
 
SED-Sup-14 
Foundations Glucose Tank Farm Sections Thro' Foundations 
 
SED-Sup-15 
Foundations Glucose Blending Station General Arrangement 
 
SED-Sup-16 
Foundations Glucose Blending Station Sections Thro' Foundations 
 
SED-Sup-17 
Foundations Glucose Condensate tank General Arrangement 
 
SED-Sup-53 
SED ESOP-005 Secondary Containment Contents Transfer  

 

4.1. Infrastructure including tank/vessel specification, secondary containment, 

surfacing;  
1. STARCH COOKING AND REACTION – 4405 

Raw starch slurry enters the glucose main building from the pipe rack and is received into the glucose 

process in the starch slurry tank (10TK1) which functions as a buffer tank feeding in parallel two 
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preparation tanks (20TK1 and 25TK1). Stock sodium carbonate solution is prepared in a 1 m3 tank 

(110TK1). This is dosed in the outlet line of 10TK1 to correct the pH of the starch slurry. In the two 

preparation tanks (20TK1 and 25TK1), Deltazyme is dosed into the starch slurry and mixed. The 

preparation tanks feed two parallel jet cookers where medium pressure steam is injected into the 

product stream to cook the starch under pressure. The cooking in the presence of enzyme begins the 

process of cutting the starch chains into shorter saccharides. The product passes through two 

residence pipes on the outlet of the jet cookers. Both jet cooker lines are received into the enzymatic 

reactors flash tank (50TK1) where the product is reduced to atmospheric pressure. Flash steam is 

collected and condensed. The product then moves through a series of four enzymatic reactors (60TK1, 

60TK2, 60TK3, 60TK4) in plug flow manner. This provides a longer residence time to continue to the 

process of cooking the starch. On the outlet of 60TK4, the product enters a buffer (60TK5) where 

hydrochloric acid from the buffer chemical storage is injected through a recirculation line to denature 

the enzyme and stop the enzymatic reaction. At the outlet of the buffer, the product is cooked starch 

and is cooled before being split into two lines, Line A and Line B. 

The Line A cooked starch is dosed with further hydrochloric acid for pH control and three enzymes, 

Dextrozyme, Optimash and G999, are dosed in line. This product is pumped to the continuous 

saccharification in the glucose tank farm via the pipe rack. 

The Line B cooked starch is pumped into the batch saccharification feed tank (90TK1) where a blend 

of enzymes (BAN, Secura, Betalase, Optimash, G999) are added. The enzymes are added dependant 

on the product being produced. The enzyme blend is prepared in the enzyme blending tank (120TK1) 

where the required enzymes are added and mixed with glucose condensate. At the outlet of 90TK1, 

sodium carbonate is dosed in-line to correct the pH of the product before being pumped to the batch 

saccharification in the glucose tank farm via the pipe rack. 

TAG Description Diameter (m) Height (m) Volume (m3) Contents Bund Ref 

4405-10TK1 
Starch slurry 

tank 
2.2 9 34 Starch A 

4405-20TK1 
Starch cooking 

preparation 
tank 

0.9 1.5 1 Starch A 

4405-25TK1 
Starch cooking 

preparation 
tank 

0.9 1.5 1 Starch A 

4405-50TK1 Flash tank 1.4 12 18.5 Starch A 

4405-60TK1 Reactor No.1 1.4 12 18.5 Starch A 

4405-60TK2 Reactor No.2 1.4 12 18.5 Starch A 

4405-60TK3 Reactor No.3 1.4 12 18.5 Starch A 

4405-60TK4 Reactor No.4 1.4 12 18.5 Starch A 

4405-60TK5 
Starch buffer 

tube 
0.25 12 0.59 Starch A 

4405-90TK1 
Batch 

saccharification 
feed tank 

1.6 3 6 Starch A 

4405-
110TK1 

Sodium 
carbonate 

preparation 
tank 

0.9 1.5 1 
Sodium 

carbonate 
sol. 

A 
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4405-
120TK1 

Enzyme 
blending tank 

0.812 1.317 0.5 
Enzymes 

and water 
G 

 

2. SACCHARIFICATION 

a. CONTINUOUS – 4410 

Line A cooked starch is received into continuous saccharification tank C1 (10TK1) where it is bottom 

fed and agitated. The product passes from 10TK1 to 20TK1, 30TK1 and 40TK1 in a plug flow manner 

to provide a residence time and allow the enzymes added during the starch cooking operation to 

continue the saccharification process of converting starch into dextrose. On exiting 40TK1, the product 

is a dilute glucose syrup and is pumped to the Line A microfiltration inside the glucose main building 

via the pipe rack. 

b. BATCH – 4420 

Line B cooked starch is received into batch saccharification into one of seven tanks (10TK1, 20TK1, 

30TK1, 40TK1, 50TK1, 60TK1, 70TK1). Whilst retained in the tank, the product undergoes the 

saccharification process where the starch is broken into maltose. The composition of the product is a 

function of the blend of enzymes added in the batch saccharification feed tank. Additional G999 may 

be added directly into the tank from an IBC stored in the tank farm. The temperature of the product 

is maintained by recirculating the tank contents through a plate heat exchanger in the tank farm. Low 

pressure steam is used as the heating medium. As one heat exchanger is shared between the tanks, 

well water is used to flush the recirculation lines when switching products. Sampling of the product 

determines when the product has reached the desired composition and conversion from cooked 

starch to glucose syrup is complete. At this point, hydrochloric acid from the buffer chemical storage 

is added to the tank to lower the pH and denature the enzymes, thus stopping the saccharification 

process. The dilute glucose syrup is then pumped to the Line B microfiltration inside the glucose main 

building via the pipe rack. 

TAG Description Diameter (m) Height (m) Volume (m3) Contents Bund Ref 

4410-10TK1 
Continuous 

saccharification 
tank 1 

5.5 15.5 368 Starch B 

4410-20TK1 
Continuous 

saccharification 
tank 2 

5.5 15.5 368 Starch B 

4410-30TK1 
Continuous 

saccharification 
tank 3 

5.5 15.5 368 Starch B 

4410-40TK1 
Continuous 

saccharification 
buffer tank 

4 15.5 195 
Glucose 

syrup 
B 

4420-10TK1 
Batch 

saccharification 
tank 1 

4 15.5 195 Starch B 

4420-20TK1 
Batch 

saccharification 
tank 2 

4 15.5 195 Starch B 
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4420-30TK1 
Batch 

saccharification 
tank 3 

4 15.5 195 Starch B 

4420-40TK1 
Batch 

saccharification 
tank 4 

4 15.5 195 Starch B 

4420-50TK1 
Batch 

saccharification 
tank 5 

4 15.5 195 Starch B 

4420-60TK1 
Batch 

saccharification 
tank 6 

4 15.5 195 Starch B 

4420-70TK1 
Batch 

saccharification 
tank 7 

4 15.5 195 Starch B 

 

3. MICROFILTRATION 

Microfiltration is used to remove insoluble particulate matter greater than 0.2 µm in size from the 

product. This is done through a membrane system arranged in a series of skids where the product 

flow direction is trans-membranal. Each skid consists of a pump and two vessels arranged in series 

containing the ceramic filtration membranes. Product is passed sequentially from one skid to the next. 

Skids after the first skid also contain a shell and tube heat exchanger to remove the heat produced by 

the high flow rates required by the process. 

a. LINE A – 4412 

Dextrose syrup is fed from the continuous saccharification buffer tank into microfiltration skid A1 

where the product is pumped at high flow rate through ceramic membranes. A small proportion of 

the product passes through the membrane and is filtered. This removes insoluble contaminants from 

the product which is accumulated on the ceramic membranes. This permeate is collected in a header 

then pumped to the Line A demineralisation. A high recycle rate is utilised in the microfiltration skid 

to maintain linear velocity through the ceramic membranes. 

The un-filtered product (retentate) is passed from microfiltration skid A1 to microfiltration skid A2. 

The skid A2 features a shell and tube heat exchanger to cool the product using site cooling tower water 

as the cooling medium in a closed loop. The product passes through the ceramic membranes and is 

collected in the header feeding the Line A demineralisation. A portion of the unfiltered product is 

recirculated back to the continuous saccharification buffer tank (4410-40TK1) via the pipe rack. 

The retentate is discarded from the system and is collected in the purges tank (90TK1). From here, it 

is pumped back to the fermentation starch cooking via the pipe rack. 

Periodic cleaning of the microfiltration membranes must be completed. The Line A CIP tank (80TK1) is 

used to send CIP fluids to the microfiltration skids. The CIP regime is composed of cycles of washing 

with glucose condensate, well water and caustic soda solution. Rinse water and spent CIP media is 

collected and pumped to the wastewater treatment plant via the pipe rack. Sodium hypochlorite and 

antifoam are added to the CIP media in 80TK1 to enhance the cleaning performance. 

Demineralised water is used as a seal flushing medium on the microfiltration skid pumps. 

b. LINE B – 4422 
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Maltose syrup is fed from the batch saccharification tank (4420-XXTK1 – the tank tag is dependent on 

the product being processed at a given time) into parallel microfiltration skids B1-1 and B2-1 where 

the product is pumped at high flow rate through ceramic membranes. A small proportion of the 

product passes through the membrane and is filtered. This removes insoluble contaminants from the 

product which is accumulated on the ceramic membranes. This permeate is collected in a header then 

pumped to the Line B demineralisation. A high recycle rate is utilised in the microfiltration skid to 

maintain linear velocity through the ceramic membranes. 

The un-filtered product (retentate) is passed from microfiltration skid B1-1 (B2-1) to microfiltration 

skid B1-2 (B2-2). The skids B1-2 and B2-2 feature shell and tube heat exchangers to cool the product 

using site cooling tower water as the cooling medium in a closed loop. The product passes through 

the ceramic membranes and is collected in the header feeding the Line B demineralisation. A portion 

of the unfiltered product is recirculated back to the batch saccharification buffer tank (4420-XXTK1) 

via the pipe rack. 

The un-filtered product (retentate) is passed from microfiltration skid B1-2 (B2-2) to microfiltration 

skid B1-3 (B2-3). The skids B1-3 and B2-3 feature shell and tube heat exchangers to cool the product 

using site cooling tower water as the cooling medium in a closed loop. The product passes through 

the ceramic membranes and is collected in the header feeding the Line B demineralisation. A portion 

of the unfiltered product is recirculated back to the batch saccharification buffer tank (4420-XXTK1) 

via the pipe rack. 

The retentate is discarded from the system and is collected in the purges tank (4412-90TK1). From 

here, it is pumped back to the fermentation starch cooking via the pipe rack. 

Periodic cleaning of the microfiltration membranes must be completed. The Line B CIP tank (80TK1) is 

used to send CIP fluids to the microfiltration skids. The CIP regime is composed of cycles of washing 

with glucose condensate, well water and caustic soda solution. Rinse water and spent CIP media is 

collected and pumped to the wastewater treatment plant via the pipe rack. Sodium hypochlorite and 

antifoam are added to the CIP media in 80TK1 to enhance the cleaning performance. 

Demineralised water is used as a seal flushing medium on the microfiltration skid pumps. 

TAG Description Diameter (m) Height (m) Volume (m3) Contents Bund Ref 

4412-80TK1 CIP tank Micro A 1.2 4 4.5 
Caustic 

soda 
A 

4412-90TK1 Purges tank 2.2 9 34 
Glucose 

syrup 
A 

4422-80TK1 CIP tank Micro B 1.2 4 4.5 
Caustic 

soda 
A 

 

4. DEMINERALISATION 

Demineralisation is achieved through an ion-exchange process to remove soluble ionic contaminants 

from the product such as salts and colour. The process is continuous and is completed on a bank of 

four ion-exchange carousels consisting primarily of a distribution head and thirty 1,100 l fibreglass 

bottles, each containing 600 l of ion-exchange resin.  Two carousels are used per line, one cationic and 

one anionic. The demineralisation process is finished in a bed containing a mixture of the anionic and 

cationic resins. The ion-exchange process causes a consumption of the resin and requires chemical 

regeneration. 
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a. LINE A – 4414 

Dextrose syrup is received from Line A microfiltration into the carousel A permeate tank (40TK1) 

where it is pumped into the distribution head of the cationic carousel. The product passes through the 

cationic carousel before moving to the anionic carousel. The product then moves back to complete 

another pass through the cationic carousel and anionic carousel. At the outlet of the second pass 

through the anionic carousel, the product is received into the Line A extraction tank (20TK2) to provide 

a buffer. It is pumped out of this tank to the line A mixed beds. 

The mixed beds contain a mixture of cationic and anionic resin distributed uniformly through the 

vessel. The product passes through the bed from top to bottom before being pumped to the Line A 

MVR feed tank (4416-5TK1). Low pressure steam is used to control the temperature of the product. 

Condensates are recovered and returned to the boiler hot well.  

The line has two mixed beds (51MB1 and 52MB1) where one bed is in service, and the other is being 

regenerated in preparation to be placed into service. 

Regeneration of the carousels and mixed beds is completed by passing chemical through the ion-

exchange resin. For the carousels, the distribution of the chemicals is managed continuously by the 

distribution head of the carousel. For the mixed beds, the regeneration is periodic, and this is 

determined by the performance of the beds. Regular sampling of the product indicates when the 

performance is declining by measuring pH and conductivity. When the parameters fall below 

acceptable values, the product flow is switched to the prepared mixed bed whilst the depleted bed is 

regenerated. 

Glucose condensate from 4452-10TK1 is used to push the dextrose syrup through the system. Syrup 

with an acceptable concentration is sent to 4416-5TK1. Syrup with concentration that is too low is 

sent to the sweet-off tank (80TK1). This low concentration syrup is reprocessed through the 

continuous saccharification tank C1 (4410-10TK1). 

For cationic resins, the resin is regenerated with hydrochloric acid from the buffer chemical storage 

(4451-10TK1). The anionic resins are regenerated with caustic soda from the buffer chemical storage 

(4451-20TK1). Regeneration chemicals are chased out of the system with glucose condensate. Excess 

chemical and condensate is recovered in the self-bunded effluent tank (90TK1). From here, the 

effluent is pumped to the wastewater treatment plant. 

b. LINE B – 4424 

Maltose syrup is received from Line B microfiltration into the carousel B permeate tank (40TK1) where 

it is pumped into the distribution head of the cationic carousel. The product passes through the 

cationic carousel before moving to the anionic carousel. The product then moves back to complete 

another pass through the cationic carousel and anionic carousel. At the outlet of the second pass 

through the anionic carousel, the product is received into the Line B extraction tank (20TK2) to provide 

a buffer. It is pumped out of this tank to the line A mixed beds. Low pressure steam is used to control 

the temperature of the product. Condensates are recovered and returned to the boiler hot well. 

The mixed beds contain a mixture of cationic and anionic resin distributed uniformly through the 

vessel. The product passes through the bed from top to bottom before being pumped to the Line B 

MVR feed tank (4416-15TK1). The line has two mixed beds (51MB1 and 52MB1) where one bed is in 

service, and the other is being regenerated in preparation to be placed into service. 
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Regeneration of the carousels and mixed beds is completed by passing chemical through the ion-

exchange resin. For the carousels, the distribution of the chemicals is managed continuously by the 

distribution head of the carousel. For the mixed beds, the regeneration is periodic, and this is 

determined by the performance of the beds. Regular sampling of the product indicates when the 

performance is declining by measuring pH and conductivity. When the parameters fall below 

acceptable values, the product flow is switched to the prepared mixed bed whilst the depleted bed is 

regenerated. 

Glucose condensate from 4452-10TK1 is used to push the dextrose syrup through the system. Syrup 

with an acceptable concentration is sent to 4416-15TK1. Syrup with concentration that is too low is 

sent to the sweet-off tank (4414-80TK1). This low concentration syrup is reprocessed through the 

continuous saccharification tank C1 (4410-10TK1). 

For cationic resins, the resin is regenerated with hydrochloric acid from the buffer chemical storage 

(4451-10TK1). The anionic resins are regenerated with caustic soda (4451-20TK1) from the buffer 

chemical storage. Regeneration chemicals are chased out of the system with glucose condensate. 

Excess chemical and condensate is recovered in the self-bunded effluent tank (4414-90TK1). From 

here, the effluent is pumped to the wastewater treatment plant. 

c. RESERVE MIXED BEDS 

An additional pair of mixed beds (4424-53MB1 and 4424-54MB1) are available. These are a smaller 

capacity than the primary mixed beds. They are regenerated in the same manner as the primary beds. 

Low concentration syrup is collected in the sweet-off tank (4414-80TK1), acceptable concentration 

syrup is collected in the MVR feed tanks as applicable (4416-5TK1 and 4416-15TK1). Effluents are 

collected in the effluent tank (4414-90TK1) and sent to the wastewater treatment plant. 

 

TAG Description Diameter (m) Height (m) Volume (m3) Contents Bund Ref 

4414-20TK1 
Line A carousel 
intermediate 

tank 
1.2 1 1.1 

Glucose 
syrup 

A 

4414-20TK2 
Line A carousel 
extraction tank 

1.2 1 1.1 
Glucose 

syrup 
A 

4414-40TK1 
Permeate from 

Micro A tank 
1.6 4 8 

Glucose 
syrup 

A 

4414-40TK2 
Line A carousel 

feed tank 
1.6 4 8 

Glucose 
syrup 

A 

4414-80TK1 
Line A sweet off 

tank 
1.6 4 8 

Glucose 
syrup 

A 

4414-90TK1 
Regeneration 
effluent tank 

3.2 5.2 36.6 Effluent F 

4414-51MB1 
Line A mixed 

bed 51 
1.5 3.25 5.7 

Glucose 
syrup 

A 

4414-51MB2 
Line A mixed 

bed 52 
1.5 3.25 5.7 

Glucose 
syrup 

A 

4424-20TK1 
Line B carousel 
intermediate 

tank 
1.2 1 1.1 

Glucose 
syrup 

A 
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4424-20TK2 
Line B carousel 
extraction tank 

1.2 1 1.1 
Glucose 

syrup 
A 

4424-30TK1 
Line B sweet off 

tank 
0.4 2.6 0.327 

Glucose 
syrup 

A 

4424-40TK1 
Permeate from 

Micro B tank 
1.6 4 8 

Glucose 
syrup 

A 

4424-40TK2 
Line B carousel 

feed tank 
1.6 4 8 

Glucose 
syrup 

A 

4424-51MB1 
Line B mixed 

bed 51 
1.5 3.25 5.7 

Glucose 
syrup 

A 

4424-52MB1 
Line B mixed 

bed 52 
1.5 3.25 5.7 

Glucose 
syrup 

A 

4424-53MB1 
Reserve mixed 

bed 53 
1.25 3 3.7 

Glucose 
syrup 

A 

4424-54MB1 
Reserve mixed 

bed 54 
1.25 3 3.7 

Glucose 
syrup 

A 

 

5. CONCENTRATION 

The product is concentrated by evaporation following the microfiltration and demineralisation steps. 

Both Line A and Line B are concentrated through an MVR, whilst only Line B is further concentrated in 

a final multiple-effect evaporator finisher. 

a. MVR – 4416 

The MVR (Mechanical Vapour Recompression) evaporator utilises two compressors in series to re-

compress vapour to be used as a heating medium for the concentration of the product. 

Product is fed as a falling film into the tube-side of a large shell and tube heat exchanger. Low pressure 

steam is used during start-up to provide the heating medium. As the product passes through the tubes, 

water evaporates and is drawn off the top of a separator by the first stage compressor. The vapour is 

drawn from the first stage to the second stage compressor and is blown back into the shell side of the 

evaporator. Glucose condensate is recovered and pumped to the condensate tank (4452-10TK1). Two 

MVR evaporators are operated in parallel – one each for Line A and Line B. The product moves through 

the MVR evaporator is multiple passes to achieve the required level of concentration. 

The concentrated Line A product is pumped to intermediate storage tank S1 (4460-10TK1) in the tank 

farm via the pipe rack if the product specification is acceptable. Out of specification product may be 

reprocessed in 4410-10TK1 via the Line A microfiltration recirculation line. Low concentration product 

may be sent to the sweet-off tank (4414-80TK1). The product may also be recirculated back to the 

Line A MVR feed tank (5TK1). 

The concentrated Line B product is pumped to the finisher feed tank (4428-5TK1) if the product 

specification is acceptable. Out of specification product may be reprocessed in one of the batch 

saccharification tanks (4420-XXTK1) via the Line B microfiltration recirculation line. Low concentration 

product may be sent to the sweet-off tank (4414-80TK1). The product may also be recirculated back 

to the Line B MVR feed tank (15TK1). 

TAG Description Diameter (m) Height (m) Volume (m3) Contents Bund Ref 

4416-5TK1 
Line A MVR 
feeding tank 

2.2 9 34 
Glucose 

syrup 
A 
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4416-15TK1 
Line B MVR 
feeding tank 

2.2 9 34 
Glucose 

syrup 
A 

4416-15TK2 
Line B  

switch tank 
2.2 9 34 

Glucose 
syrup 

A 

4416-40TK1 
MVR  

condensate tank 
1 3 2.4 

Glucose 
condensates 

A 

4.2. FINISHER – 4428 

The finisher is a multiple effect falling film evaporator used to further concentrate the Line B products 

following an initial concentration stage in the MVR evaporator. The product is fed into the tube side 

of the first effect of the evaporator from 4428-5TK1 and low pressure steam is fed to the shell side. 

Water is evaporated as the product passes through the tubes and the liquid and vapour phases are 

separated. The liquid phase is pumped to the second effect of the evaporator which is heated by the 

vapours of the third effect. The liquid phase of the second effect is pumped to the third effect which 

is heated by the vapours of the first effect. The system is held under vacuum to improve the 

concentration efficiency. Glucose condensate is recovered into the finisher condensate tank 4428-

60TK1 and pumped to the condensate tank (4452-10TK1). 

Concentrated product is pumped to the intermediate storage tanks S2 – S6 (4460-20TK1 – 4460-

60TK1) depending on the product being produced. Under concentrated product may be recirculated 

to the finisher feed tank (5TK1) for further concentration. Out of specification product may be pumped 

to the batch saccharification (4420-XXTK1) tanks via the microfiltration recirculation line on the pipe 

rack. 

TAG Description Diameter (m) Height (m) Volume (m3) Contents Bund Ref 

4428-5TK1 
Finisher feed 

tank 
2.2 9 34 

Glucose 
syrup 

A 

4428-60TK1 
Finisher 

condensate tank 
1 3 2.4 

Glucose 
condensates 

A 

 

6. INTERMEDIATE STORAGE – 4460 

Finished stock syrup is stored in the intermediate storage tanks in the tank farm. Dextrose is stored in 

10TK1, whilst maltose syrups are stored in 20TK1 to 60TK1. The tanks are heated by means of a heating 

coil in the base of the tanks. The heating medium is water in a closed circuit that is heated by the heat 

recovery loop. The headspace of the tanks are heated by hot air which is blown in from the tank roof 

to prevent the formation of condensation and protect the product. A small filter is fitted to the vent 

outlet of the tank to protect from bacterial contamination on emptying of the vessel. Although a filter 

is in place on the tank vent this is not considered as an emission point due to the low flow rate and 

low potential for presence of VOC.  

The tanks are emptied by pump either to be loaded onto road transport or to be sent to the blending 

station via the pipe rack. 

The dextrose line to the blending station may also be flushed with glucose condensate to clear product 

from the line. 

a. LOADING 

The base syrups may be loaded directly onto road transport. To do this, the product is pumped out of 

the tank and is heated via the heat recovery loop. The product then passes to an articulated loading 
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arm connected to a tanker. Compressed air is used to blow the loading lines clear after loading has 

been completed. In the case of dextrose, glucose condensates may also be used to flush the line before 

compressed air is used. 

TAG Description Diameter (m) Height (m) Volume (m3) Contents Bund Ref 

4460-10TK1 
Intermediate 

storage tank S1 
5.5 15.5 368 

Glucose 
syrup 

B 

4460-20TK1 
Intermediate 

storage tank S2 
5.5 15.5 368 

Glucose 
syrup 

B 

4460-30TK1 
Intermediate 

storage tank S3 
5.5 15.5 368 

Glucose 
syrup 

B 

4460-40TK1 
Intermediate 

storage tank S4 
5.5 15.5 368 

Glucose 
syrup 

B 

4460-50TK1 
Intermediate 

storage tank S5 
5.5 15.5 368 

Glucose 
syrup 

B 

4460-60TK1 
Intermediate 

storage tank S6 
5.5 15.5 368 

Glucose 
syrup 

B 

 

7. BLENDING – 4480 

The blending station produces the full range of products by blending together the base dextrose and 

maltose syrups. 

The bases are pumped into a collection manifold and are pumped through a static mixer into one of 

two finishing pan feed tanks (20TK1 and 20TK2). From these tanks, the product is gravity fed into the 

finishing pan – a shell and tube heat exchanger with agitator. The mixed product may be further 

concentrated in the finishing pan (10PAN1). Product passes on the tube side of the heat exchanger, 

whilst low pressure steam is on the shell side. The vapour is collected and glucose condensate is 

recovered into 110TK1. Steam condensate may either be returned to the boiler hot well via the pipe 

rack or is collected and recovered in 100TK1. Glucose condensate is pumped from 110TK1 to the 

condensate tank (4452-10TK1). 

The final blended product is pumped to the final storage tanks FS1 – FS6 (4465-10TK1 to 4465-60TK1). 

As the blending is a batchwise process, following the completion of one batch, the pipework and 

finishing pan is cleaned with glucose condensate from 110TK1. This condensate is recovered in the 

washing tank 120TK1 and then pumped to the continuous saccharification tank C1 (4410-10TK1) or 

the wastewater treatment plant. The feeding lines to the final storage tanks may be flushed with 

glucose condensate and compressed air to clear the lines following the completion of the batch. 

TAG Description Diameter (m) Height (m) Volume (m3) Contents Bund Ref 

4480-10PAN1 Finishing pan 2.4 4.4 14.75 
Glucose 

syrup 
C 

4480-20TK1 
Finishing pan 

feeding tank 1 
2.8 3.1 19 

Glucose 
syrup 

C 

4480-20TK2 
Finishing pan 

feeding tank 2 
2.8 3.1 19 

Glucose 
syrup 

C 

4480-100TK1 
Steam 

condensate tank 
1.2 4 4.5 

Glucose 
syrup 

C 

4480-110TK1 
Dilution water 

tank 
1.6 4 8 

Steam 
condensate 

C 
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4480-120TK1 
Cleaning/sweet 

off tank 
1.6 4 8 

Glucose 
syrup 

C 

 

 

8. FINAL STORAGE AND LOADING – 4465 

Finished blended final product is stored in the final storage tanks of the blending station. Tanks 50TK1 

and 60TK1 are heated by means of a heating coil in the base of the tanks. The heating medium is water 

in a closed circuit that is heated by the heat recovery loop. The headspace of the tanks are heated by 

hot air which is blown in from the tank roof to prevent the formation of condensation and protect the 

product. A small filter is fitted to the vent outlet of the tank to protect from bacterial contamination 

on emptying of the vessel. Although a filter is in place on the tank vent this is not considered as an 

emission point due to the low flow rate and low potential for presence of VOC. 50TK1 and 60TK1 may 

also receive out of specification product that has been diverted from the pipe rack before arriving at 

intermediate storage. 

Each tank is equipped with a shell and tube heat exchanger mounted to the tank outlet. Low pressure 

steam or glucose condensates from 4480-100TK1 may be used on the shell side of the heat exchangers 

to control the temperature of the product for loading. Steam condensates are recovered and returned 

to the hot well of the boiler. Glucose condensates are recovered and returned to 4480-100TK1. 

The product is pumped out of the tanks on the tube side of the heat exchangers to an articulated 

loading arm connected to a tanker. 

TAG Description Diameter (m) Height (m) Volume (m3) Contents Bund Ref 

4465-10TK1 
Final storage 

tank FS1 
3.5 10 100 

Glucose 
syrup 

C 

4465-20TK1 
Final storage 

tank FS2 
3.5 10 100 

Glucose 
syrup 

C 

4465-30TK1 
Final storage 

tank FS3 
3.5 10 100 

Glucose 
syrup 

C 

4465-40TK1 
Final storage 

tank FS4 
3.5 10 100 

Glucose 
syrup 

C 

4465-50TK1 
Final storage 

tank FS5 
2.8 8 50 

Glucose 
syrup 

C 

4465-60TK1 
Final storage 

tank FS6 
2.8 8 50 

Glucose 
syrup 

C 

 

9. COMMON 

Several ancillary systems work in tandem with the main processes of the glucose plant and are 

summarised here. 

a. HEAT RECOVERY LOOP – 4450 

The heat recovery loop is a closed circuit that transfers heat between different areas of the process, 

predominantly through plate heat exchangers. An expansion vessel (10TK1) forms part of the system 

in order to maintain a consistent pressure. The system may be refilled with first pass demineralised 

water. 
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b. BUFFER CHEMICAL STORAGE – 4451 

Hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide are stored in separate bunds adjacent to the glucose main 

building. The hydrochloric acid tank (4451-10TK1) is a self-bunded polyethylene tank. This supplies 

hydrochloric acid into the main building and on the pipe rack to the tank farm. Sodium hydroxide is 

stored in a stainless-steel vessel (4451-20TK1) and supplies sodium hydroxide into the main building 

only. 

Separately, the sodium carbonate is stored in powder form and is dissolved as required in 4405-

110TK1. 

c. CONDENSATES – 4452 

The glucose condensate produced throughout the process is stored in the condensate tank (4452-

10TK1). This is a stainless-steel flat-bottomed tank sited in a separate bund that is connected via 

underground polyethylene pipes to the tank farm bund. This tank receives glucose condensate from 

the glucose main building and glucose blending station and distributes this back to the glucose main 

building, blending station and tank farm. It is equipped with a plate heat exchange fed with low 

pressure steam in order to maintain the tank temperature. The tank may also be topped up with 

demineralised water during start up or periods of high condensate demand. Any excess glucose 

condensate can be pumped to the wet mill for starch washing. 

d. PHE CIP – 4453 

The PHE CIP system cleans the plate heat exchangers that are throughout the process. It consists of a 

tank (10TK1) which may receive hot glucose condensates, caustic soda and well water to complete 

the cleaning of the plate heat exchangers. Rinse water may be pumped to the sweet-off tank (4414-

80TK1) and used CIP media is pumped to the wastewater treatment plant. 

e. DRAINAGE SUMPS 

There are several drainage sumps around the glucose process which are kept separate to the main 

drainage system on site. Each sump is equipped with a sump pump which may send the sump contents 

to either the wastewater treatment plant or the sweet-off tank (4414-80TK1) if the sump contains 

product that may be recovered. 

f. UPS GENERATOR 

The glucose process supported by a back-up diesel generator that will provide power to the plant in 

the event that the mains power supply to the building fails. This generator has one air emission point. 

g. ENZYMES 

Enzymes are used in the process and are stored in IBCs in two locations: Bund Ref G (a common area 

with the enzyme blending tank 4405-120TK1), and Bund Ref H. 

TAG Description Diameter (m) Height (m) Volume (m3) Contents Bund Ref 

4450-10TK1 
HRL expansion 

tank 
0.6 1 0.5 Water A 

4451-10TK1 HCl buffer tank 2 3.8 6 
Hydrochloric 

acid 
D 

4451-20TK1 
NaOH buffer 

tank 
1.8 5.6 8 Caustic soda E 
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IBC 
Sodium 

hypochlorite 
// // 1 NaClO E 

IBC Antifoam // // 1 Antifoam E 

4452-10TK1 Condensate tank 9 5.5 350 
Glucose 

condensates 
C 

4453-10TK1 PHE CIP tank 1.6 4 8 NaOH A 

 

10. BUND REFERENCES 

Reference Description 
Bund Volume 
(m3) 

A Glucose Main Building Ground Floor 373 

B Glucose Tank Farm/Condensate Tank 434 

C Glucose Blending Station 145 

D HCl Buffer 11 

E NaOH Buffer 11 

F Effluents // 

G Enzymes x 7 3 

H Enzymes x 4 2 

 

4.3. Energy usage and efficiency;  
The conservative assumption is as follows: 

3.943 MW electricity 

5.62 MWt steam 

In addition, a UPS Diesel Generator will be installed to provide emergency power supply for critical 

operations in the event of power loss to site, emission point A72.  

4.4. Proposed monitoring of emissions including frequency, location, monitoring 

methods, MCERTS compliance;  
Report Type Release Point Name Reporting Period Monitoring Standard 

Combustion A72 UPS 6 Diesel Generator By Request BS EN 14792 
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5. Reverse Osmosis (RO) Skid 
An additional Reverse Osmosis (RO) Skid will be installed alongside the existing RO water treatment 

on site 

Supporting documents: 

SED-C3-3a-10 
Reverse osmosis skid BFD 

 

5.1. Infrastructure including tank/vessel specification, secondary containment, 

surfacing;  
Depending on the process application, borehole water might be too raw and treatments are 

required to make water suitable for application (e.g. make up water for cooling water or boilers). 

Technology already in use on site is reverse osmosis. Due to the plant expansion included in 

EPR/KP3030TZ/V010, an increase of treated water is expected and so the installation of an 

additional reverse osmosis skid (RO50) is foreseen to produce up to 50m3/h of permeate. 

The skid is located inside the existing boiler house and is fed from the existing borehole water tank 

4751_20TK2. Water gets then pressurised to 12-14bar via a multistage pump and fed in 8 vessels 

which contain membranes which though the reverse osmosis principle separates water in permeate 

and concentrate. Permeate (about 65-70% of feed) is stored in the existing 4751_30TK1, while 

concentrate is discharged to drain (due to its high salt concentration there isn’t any viable use on 

site at the moment).  

Antiscalant chemical (Permatreat PC-191T) is dosed via volumetric pump into feed water. The tank 

(90litres) is bunded.  

 

5.2. Energy usage and efficiency;  
The conservative assumption is as follows: 

0.05 MW electricity 

 

5.3. Proposed monitoring of emissions including frequency, location, monitoring 

methods, MCERTS compliance;  
There are to be no additional point source emissions to air from this process. 
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6. Bulk Chemical Storage 
Creation of a new dedicated Bulk Chemical Storage area to replace existing infrastructure  

Supporting documents: 
SED-C3-3a-11 
Bulk chemical storage BFD 
 
SED-C3-3a-12 
Bulk chemical storage Layout 
 
SED-C3-3a-13 

              Chemicals Used Overview Table 

 
SED-Sup-18 
Bulk chemical storage Plant view and elevations 
 
SED-Sup-19 
Foundations Bulk chemical storage Tanks General Arrangement 
 
SED-Sup-20 
Foundations Bulk chemical storage Tanks Details 
 
SED-Sup-53 
SED ESOP-005 Secondary Containment Contents Transfer  

 
 

6.1. Infrastructure including tank/vessel specification, secondary containment, 

surfacing;  
The Bulk Chemical Storage facility allows for unloading from road tankers and storing chemicals in a 

safe, controlled and contained manner. Reference should also be made to Section 7. Chemicals Used 

Overview and SED-C3-3a-13.  

The two types of chemicals stored will be: 

• 50-30% Caustic soda: CIP (Clean in Place) washing and pH regulating activities  

 

• 32% Hydrochloric acid for the regeneration of the Ion-exchanged resin of the glucose syrup 

plant 

The facility is composed by a common unloading bay area, a caustic storage area, a caustic pumping 

area, an acid storage area, an acid pumping area. Every of each has its own separate secondary 

containment, with a sloped, fully coat flooring and walls with a polyurethane chemical resistant resin 

and hose reels washing point. 

 

The unloading bay has its own sump, diaphragm sump pump, emergency eyes shower and a hose 

reel washing point. The tank inlet pipes (both for acid and caustic) are equipped with pipe-integrated 

sample system for sampling the liquid before unloading. It can contain up to 3m3 in case of 

accidental spillage. 
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The caustic storage area is formed by three equally built AISI 304 st/st tanks of a nominal capacity of 

60m3 each (max volume 68m3).  

One of the tanks (20TK1) is dedicated to receiving the concentrated 50% caustic from the road 

tanker and storing during the dilution and cooling cycle, performed with respectively 2nd pass 

Reverse Osmosis (RO) water and 1st pass RO water (due to its availability in the nearby), using a 

720kW brazed plate heat exchanger installed on the internal wall of the bund.  

The remaining two tanks (20TK2, 20TK3) receive the cool diluted caustic and storing it until being 

pumped to the final users.   

They are all contained in a 140 m3 bund, with a raised gantry allowing for reachable equipment in a 

case of spillage, a collection sump, a diaphragm sump pump and a hose reel washing point. Each of 

the tank has an overflow/vent DN150 pipe coming under the gantry and two manholes (one on the 

side and one on the top), radar level transmitter and cat and mouse strip on the side for checking 

the level inside the tank. 

The caustic pumping area has four centrifugal end-suction pumps with double mechanical seal with 

flushing pot, a raised galvanised steel gantry allowing for reachable equipment in a case of spillage, a 

collection sump, a diaphragm sump pump and a hose reel washing point. Three of them are 

dedicated to pumping towards the plant (one in service 20P2 and one as back-up 20P3, one for the 

WWTP 20P4), one is dedicated to the dilution and cooling of caustic (20P1). 

The secondary containment for the pumps has an overall volume of 40m3 circa and is 

communicating with the caustic storage area with a lowered walls section of 100mm, allowing for 

extra volume in case of a catastrophic event of multiple concurrent tanks failure. The pipes are 

crossing the walls section by penetration st/st pipes that have been cast in the walls during civils 

works: this ensured the maximum watertightness of the joints.  

 

The acid storage area is formed by a PE-100 RC tank (10TK1) of a nominal capacity of 80m3 each 

(max volume 88m3). It receives the 32% concentrated HCl for the unloading point and stores it until 

being pumped to the final users. It is equipped with an overflow c/w seal pot, radar level 

transmitter, cat and mouse strip on the side, one top manhole and a fume DN150 vent pipe linked to 

a packing pall rings scrubber (10C1) for washing down the acid vapours coming out from the tank. 

The outlet liquor is pumped to the WWTP along with the other plant effluents. 

It is contained in a 104m3 bund, with a raised acid-resistant isophthalic resin gantry allowing for 

reachable equipment in a case of spillage, a collection sump, a diaphragm sump pump and a hose 

reel washing point.  

The acid pumping area has two PP-PVDF magnetic drive end-suction pumps (10P1, 10P2) dedicated 

to pumping towards the plant, a raised acid-resistant gantry allowing for reachable equipment in a 

case of spillage, a collection sump, a diaphragm sump pump and a hose reel washing point. 

 

6.2. Energy usage and efficiency;  
The conservative assumption is as follows: 
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0.05 MW electricity 

 

6.3. Proposed monitoring of emissions including frequency, location, monitoring 

methods, MCERTS compliance;  
There are to be no additional point source emissions to air from this process. 
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7. Chemicals Used Overview 
An overview of the new chemicals added to site as part of permit variation V010. The supporting 

document highlights the changes to site quantities for each chemical and also the new chemicals 

introduced as part of the propoSED-Changes related to V010.  

Supporting documents: 
SED-C3-3a-13 

              Chemicals Used Overview Table 

 

7.1. Proposed monitoring of emissions including frequency, location, monitoring 

methods, MCERTS compliance;  
There are to be no additional point source emissions to air from this process. 
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8. Waste Water Treatment Plant 
The existing Wastewater Treatment plant (WWTP) at present is formed by an emergency concrete 

tank 4761_80TK1, three UASB anaerobic reactors RO1/RO2/RO3, a Biogas Holder 4764_80TK1 with a 

Flare Stack and a River Outfall Tank 4760_70TK1 collecting the flows prior discharge into the river 

Ouse. The reactors account for the entire COD reduction required for meeting the river limit 

discharge at present (see SED-C3-3a-20). 

With the construction of the Glucose Syrup plant, the effluent composition will change partly, 

shifting towards less edible organic component, resulting in an overall decrease of the UASB removal 

efficiency. This led to higher concentrations at the emission point and consequently to the design of 

section of further COD removal (SED-C3-3a-20). 

The Wastewater Treatment Plant Upgrade will involve the construction of an additional Membrane 

Bio-reactor (MBR) plant formed by the Aerobic Tank 4765_10TK1 and the UF (tank already in place 

but being raised for an increase capacity), a Sludge Dewatering plant formed by a decanter centrifuge, 

polyelectrolytes make down unit and sludge container and the shifting of 4762_30TK1 RO3 from UASB 

reactor to Acidification / Equalization tank. For a visual differentiation in between the old and new 

sections please refer to SED-C3-3a-20. 

Supporting documents: 

SED-C3-3a-14 
Waste water treatment plant BFD  
 
SED-C3-3a-16 

              Water waste treatment plant and Carbon dioxide recovery plant Layout 

 

SED-C3-3a-18 

Emission to Water Point W1 Flow Balance AS APPROVED in EPK/KP3030TZ/V009 

 

SED-C3-3a-19 

Emission to Water Point W1 Flow Balance proposed in EPK/KP3030TZ/V010 WITHOUT 

WWTP UPGRADE 

 

SED-C3-3a-20 

Emission to Water Point W1 Flow Balance proposed in EPK/KP3030TZ/V010 WITH WWTP 

UPGRADE 

 
SED-Sup-21 
Foundations Water waste treatment plant General Arrangement  
 

8.1. Infrastructure including tank/vessel specification, secondary containment, 

surfacing;  
SED-C3-3a-18 outlines the current permitted operations. SED-C3-3a-20 outlines the proposed 

situation (and BFD) taking into account all changes, improvements and new process’ contained 

within V010 application.  

In order to show the intermediate calculations and demonstrate justifications for the upgrades and 

changes proposed to the WWTP within V010, SED-C3-3a-19 is included for reference only. This is 
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not, and will not be an operational situation of the plant, but is intended to aid in understanding of 

the requests detailed within section 10. Emissions to Water – W1.  

 

The upgraded plant and effluent path proposed involved in the EPK/KP3030TZ/V010 is as follows. 

 

From plant, the effluent flows down to into 4762_30TK1 RO3 tank, previously being one of the three 

existing UASB coated mild steel anaerobic reactor and now being shifted to 

acidification/equalization of the incoming flow. The 2200m3 volume make for 16 hours hydraulic 

retention time (HRT) before to be fed to the anaerobic reactor, allowing for a natural chemical 

oxygen demand (COD) pre-acidification and equalization of the peaks that come from the 

production process. 4762_30TK2 GRP effluent tank and three service pumps coupled with the 

reactor allows for the recirculation/mixing of part of the flow: a pH meter installed on the 

recirculation set up the quantity of caustic being dosed to the process for meeting the feeding 

conditions of the next treatment step.  

 

The effluent now acidified is fed to 4763_10TK1&20TK1 (RO1 & RO2), the two UASB reactor each of 

2200m3 and coupled to the same effluent tank. An upward flow is finely distributed by a web of 

pipes and nozzles at the bottom, passing through the granular sludge bed and the three-phase 

separator zone, overflowing in the top channel and feeding by gravity the 4763_10TK2 effluent GRP 

tank.  

The reactors are being used in parallel, allowing both for flexibility and periodic inspection and 

maintenance and are equipped with mono-pump and 4763_60TK1 GRP tank for the movement of 

harvested sludge. From the effluent tank 4763_10TK2 part of the flow is recirculated and regulated 

for having a constant feeding flow to the reactor, the remaining being fed to the next treatment 

step.  

The biogas produced by the methanogenic activity of the active sludge is collected into the top zone, 

passes through a seal pot for water droplet removal, flows into the 4764_80TK1 biogas holder and is 

then burned by using the flare stack (A3 emission point). The holder is a hydraulically guarded 

flotant-bell concrete-shell circular tank of 1000m3 circa.  

 

The flow is now going to the 4765_10TK1 aerobic tank, a 700m3 st/st circular vessel with open top, 

where three independent diffusers grids are laid down to the bottom, delivering oxygen required 

from the biomass for the aerobic digestion process taking place within. The current is flowing 

bottom to top, overflowing into a DN350 PE100 pipes connecting it with the ultrafiltration (UF) zone. 

Given a slight basification process occurring inside the tank (the caustic is released by the digestion 

process), an acid dosing pH regulating step is set up at the ingress of the reactor.  

 

The UF is composed by three smaller HDPE square steel reinforced tanks where two membrane 

packs are submerged in each. They overflow by means of connecting weir to a bigger Return Active 

Sludge (RAS) HDPE square tank, that collects and recirculates to the aerobic tank the mixed liquor. 
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This allows for a constant and thorough movement of the solids and, together with an air scour 

supply, is preventing them to settle onto the membrane.  

The permeate is pumped in a 20m3 st/st tank (4765_60TK1) and then pumped towards the 

4760_70TK1 River Outfall tank, where is collected with the Surface water 7 Purges flows (SED-C3-3a-

20) coming from the plant before to be discharged to the river (W1 emission point). The aerobic tank 

and UF plant are referred to as Membrane Bio-Reactor plant (MBR). 

The excess biomass produced by the aerobic digestion is purged and collected in a mixed 20m3 st/st 

tank (4766_10TK1) and then fed to a decanter centrifuge. This is concentrated up to 20% w/w and 

collected in a 40-yard skip for a weekly off-site disposal. The overflow (OF) from the centrifuge is 

recirculated back to the aerobic tank. The Sludge Dewatering section is also equipped with 

polyelectrolytes make-down unit, adding flocculant to the decanter inlet for increasing the overall 

efficiency of the process. 

 

The plant has a drainage system formed by two sumps, north and south side, with the possibility to 

pump into an emergency storage concrete tank of 5100 m3 capacity or directly to the 4760_70TK1 

River Outfall Tank.  

 

The Waste Water Treatment Plant area will be in a new bunded area of approximately 8600m2 and 

the bund will have a volume of approx. 5590m3. 

 

8.2. Energy usage and efficiency;  
The overall changes to energy usage and consumption due to the refurbishment and upgrades in this 

area will be negligible. The overall power absorbed by the plant is 25kW circa at present, foreseen to 

raised up to 55kW with the Upgrade sections. 

 

8.3. Proposed monitoring of emissions including frequency, location, monitoring 

methods, MCERTS compliance;  
There are to be no additional point source emissions to air from this process. 
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9. Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Recovery Plant & Storage 
Carbon dioxide is produced during the alcohol fermentation on site. This is currently released to 

atmosphere at two emission points (A21 and A67). A67 was previously approved as part of 

environmental permit variation V009. The carbon dioxide flow rate from both A21 & A67 is approx. 

3500 Nm3/hr. It is proposed to recover this carbon dioxide, liquify it and store it for sale. To achieve 

this, a new carbon dioxide capture and storage plant will be constructed. 

Supporting documents: 

SED-C3-3a-15 
Carbon Dioxide Recovery Plant BFD  
 
SED-C3-3a-16 
Waste Water Treatment Plant and Carbon Dioxide Recovery Plant Layout 
 
SED SUP-022 
Carbon Dioxide Recovery Plant Technical Specification  

 

9.1. Infrastructure including tank/vessel specification, secondary containment, 

surfacing;  
Carbon dioxide will be received at the liquefaction plant from fermentation 1 and fermentation 2 at 

approximately 20 mbarg. The gas will enter the compression unit where it will be compressed from 

20 mbarg to 18 – 20 barg in a water-cooled screw compressor (C20). Cooling water will be provided 

by the existing cooling tower water supply loop on site. 

At the outlet of the compressor, the gas will be fed to the pre-cooling unit (E30/31) which will also 

begin drying the carbon dioxide. This will consist of a heat exchanger with condensate separator. A 

dryer unit (A50 [*not an emission point reference*]) will be installed at the outlet of the pre-cooler to remove 

moisture from the gas. This will be two molecular sieve adsorber vessels. Heat for the regeneration of 

these vessels will be provided by an electrical heater (E50). 

Two additional adsorption vessels (A51) filled with activated carbon will be installed after the dryer to 

remove impurities from the gas. Regeneration of the vessels will be completed with heat supplied by 

an electrical heater (E51). 

Following the drying and purification, the gas passes through a filter (F51) to remove any entrained 

particles carried over from the activated carbon vessels and enters a carbon dioxide evaporator (E61) 

and followed by a carbon dioxide condenser (E60). This stage separates non-condensable inert 

components from the CO2 to increase purity. 

The gas will be liquefied at between -30°C and -35°C in a water- cooled refrigeration unit (Y60) before 

being pumped into the two storage tanks (D70). The refrigerant used in the refrigeration circuit will 

be R449a. Cooling water will be provided by the existing cooling tower water supply loop on site. 

 

9.2. Energy usage and efficiency;  
The conservative assumption is as follows: 

2 MW electricity 
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9.3. Proposed monitoring of emissions including frequency, location, monitoring 

methods, MCERTS compliance;  
There are to be no additional point source emissions to air from this process. 
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10. Emission to Water – W1 
Overview of the changes proposed to the Emissions to Water point W1.  

Supporting documents: 

SED-C3-3a-17 
Emission to Water Point W1 BFD  
 
SED-C3-3a-18 
Emission to Water Point W1 Flow Balance AS APPROVED IN EPK/KP3030TZ/V009 
 
SED-C3-3a-19 
Emission to Water Point W1 Flow Balance proposed in EPK/KP3030TZ/V010 WITHOUT 
WWTP UPGRADE  
 
SED-C3-3a-20 
Emission to Water Point W1 Flow Balance proposed in EPK/KP3030TZ/V010 WITH WWTP 
UPGRADE 
 

10.1. Infrastructure including tank/vessel specification, secondary 

containment, surfacing;  
SED-C3-3a-17 depicts the various contributes of water effluent that are generated by the production 

plant.  

SED-C3-3a-18 outlines the current permitted operations. SED-C3-3a-20 outlines the proposed 

situation (and BFD) taking into account all changes, improvements and new process’ contained 

within V010 application.  

In order to show the intermediate calculations and demonstrate justifications for the upgrades and 

changes proposed to the WWTP within V010, SED-C3-3a-19 is included for reference only. This is 

not, and will not be an operational situation of the plant, but is intended to aid in understanding of 

the requests detailed within section 10. Emissions to Water – W1.  

 

The effluent with COD content contributes are listed below in order of magnitude (SED-C3-3a-17). 

Part of those is collected into 100m3 st/st tank 4710_30TK1, where a pH, TOC and temperature 

check/control is performed. The contribute coming from the future Glucose Syrup Plant will be 

collected and cooled down separately into 4414_90TK1 instead.  All of this will be gathered into 

4762_30TK1 Acidification/Equalization tank and treated together at WWTP. 

 

• The condensate generated by concentrating the distillery by-product bottom stillages in 

MVR evaporators. 

 

• The effluent produced by the regeneration of the Ion-exchange resin used for glucose 

purification. 

 

• The CO2 scrubbers washing of the volatile VOC produced by the fermentative process. 

 

• The spent feints coming from the distillation process. 
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• The CIP spent washing and bund’ sumps. 

 

After being treated, they are then sent to the Rover Outfall Tank 4760_70TK1, where they are 

sampled and continuously monitored against the discharge parameters and limits in place for the 

W1 emission to the River Ouse.  

Along with this, there is the contribute coming from the surface water drainage system and the 

purges: 

 

• The retentate of the Reverse Osmosis (RO) plant 

 

• The water added for cooling down the effluent volume 

 

• The backwash of the Ozone plant 

 

• The Cooling Towers (CT) Blowdown 

 

•  The Boilers blowdown 

 

It is also considered and increased in flow due to the concurrent increase of the various listed 

contributors for the new Glucose Syrup plant. 

As detailed below, the proposed limits for V010; 

Release Point Name Parameter Current limit Proposed limit 

W1 Emission to Water 

Instantaneous flow 260 340 

24-hour flow 4320 6240 

Temperature 30 35 

COD 100 130 

BOD 20 50 

 

 

 

10.2. Proposed monitoring of emissions including frequency, location, 

monitoring methods, MCERTS compliance;  
Report Type Release Point Name Reporting Period Monitoring Standard 

Flow W1 Emission to Water Continuous MCERTS 

Flow W1 Emission to Water Continuous MCERTS 

COD W1 Emission to Water Daily ISO 15705 

COD W1 Emission to Water Daily ISO 15705 

BOD W1 Emission to Water Daily EN 1899-1 

BOD W1 Emission to Water Daily EN 1899-1 

TSS W1 Emission to Water Daily BS EN 872 
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TSS W1 Emission to Water Daily BS EN 872 

OIL W1 Emission to Water Monthly BS EN ISO 9377-2 

Temperature W1 Emission to Water Continuous 
Verified temperature 
probe 
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11. Raw material and waste inventories;  
Please see SED-C2-6-1 H1 Risk Assessment for a full breakdown. 

12. Raw material efficiencies;  
SED-C3-6c Resource Efficiency and Climate Change 

13. BAT/Installation best practice 
Where referenced within this application, bunds have been designed, installed and certified in 

accordance with the guidance document CIRIA C736. The sites environmental management system 

contains procedures including ESOP-005 (SED-Sup-53 Secondary Containment Contents Transfer) 

which can be referred to for bund emptying and liquid discharge handling.  

BAT in not considered within this document, please refer to SED-C3-3a-1. 

14. Waste minimisation techniques;  
Sedamyl adopt and apply the Waste Hierarchy accordance with the Waste (England and Wales) 

Regulations 2011. The site aim to prevent waste where possible as the production of waste often 

equates to loss of revenue for the site. Subsequently, the site monitor its largest waste streams 

monthly and record the figures in per tonne of finished product. These figures are recorded in the and 

inform environmental objectives and targets. 

Where waste is produced as a result of activities, disposal is the least favoured option and, as per 

Sedamyl Group requirements, the site must be zero to landfill. 

Non-hazardous liquid effluent is treated on site. The treated effluent will is disposed of via discharge 

to surface water in accordance with the permitted discharge consent. 

15. Change in the scale of the operation due to the additions/alterations proposed.  
This Application is for the expansion of the existing plant capacity within the existing Sedamyl site. The 
expansion will take place across multiple areas, predominantly towards the west and central areas, 
on brownfield land remaining from former developments on the site. Towards the east of site a new 
process will be introduced to facilitate CO2 Recovery as well as infrastructure upgrades and 
refurbishment to the existing Waste Water Treatment Plant.  
 
The Selby site operates continuously, 24 hours per day, 365 days a year.  
 

 


